Think LED lighting is complicated?
Think again.
A guide to understanding the basics of LED technology
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Everyone is talking LED
Everyone is talking about LED technology as people begin to understand the long list of benefits associated with
this environmentally-friendly light source and the quickly
growing worldwide campaign to be “green.”
What was once used as an indicator light in watches,
calculators and electronic devices is now lighting up entire
buildings and façades and creating phenomenal effects at
concerts and events (as seen during the recent opening
ceremonies of the 2008 Summer Olympics). Over the
years, LED technology has mainly been used for these
types of single color and multi color-changing applications.
As the technology continues to advance however,
there is great opportunity to apply the benefits of LEDs
to general illumination applications that will change light
as we know it today.
This guide is designed to help you navigate the LED world by offering
an overview of important things to know – benefits, commonly used terms,
questions to ask when purchasing LED fixtures and misconceptions
about the technology.
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Section 1

Benefits of LED technology
LEDs have numerous benefits that make them an ideal choice for many
common applications, but how do these benefits translate into a better
choice for you and your customers?
Energy efficiency
LED sources can be 5 times more efficient than incandescent and most
halogen sources and are quickly gaining ground on fluorescent.
Tip: Using energy efficient sources not only translates into energy
savings, but is also becoming increasingly important as legislation
and new regulatory requirements limit energy use in new
construction and renovation. The use of LED fixtures can help
facilitate compliance with today’s standards and regulations.

Environmentally safe
Standard fluorescent and compact fluorescent sources
contain mercury and therefore may require special handling for disposal
and/or recycling and also contribute to hazardous waste. In contrast, LED
sources are mercury-free.
Tip: Because LED sources are mercury-free they are safe for the
environment and do not pose recycling challenges like fluorescent
sources do.
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Long lifetime
LED sources can have lifetimes significantly longer than
traditional technologies.
Tip: Long lifetime means less replacement and maintenance
requirements which can result in significant cost savings.

No emitted infrared or ultraviolet radiation
LEDs provide illumination without emitting harmful infrared
or ultraviolet radiation.
Tip: Use LED fixtures in heat sensitive areas, near people, and tight
spaces where conventional light sources could be dangerous or
potentially damaging.
The ultraviolet radiation emitted from fluorescent sources can
degrade materials like plastic and fabrics as well as fade paint
and dyes-therefore, LED fixtures are ideal to use in retail displays
and in places like museums or art galleries to protect the quality
and aesthetics of the illuminated object.
Durability
LED sources are very durable and can withstand impact,
vibration and other disruptions.
Tip: This durability makes LED sources ideal for extreme environments,
areas susceptible to high vibration and other environments where
it may be difficult to install and maintain traditional light sources.
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Section 2

LED talk
A selection of terms you need to know when talking led
LED
An LED (light emitting diode) is a semi-conductor device or chip that
produces light when an electrical current is applied.
What to remember:
LEDs are just one of many components – optics, housing, power
souces, to name a few – used to create an LED fixture or lamp.
When looking at claims about lifetime, efficiency and design,
it is important to compare the specifications of the entire
LED system as a whole not just the specifications of the individual
system components.

Efficiency and efficacy
The “efficacy” of a lighting fixture is usually expressed as the amount of light
(in lumens) produced by a certain amount of electricity (in watts).
Lighting fixture “efficiency” is the ratio of the total lumens exiting the fixture
to the total lumens produced by the light source. Efficiency is also used to
discuss the broader concept of using resources efficiently.
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What to remember:
It is important to note that the efficacy of the LEDs themselves
is always greater than the efficacy of the LED fixture. This is
caused by many factors including losses as light bounces off
reflectors and passes through lenses. Make sure when specifying
a light fixture that you are looking at the appropriate fixture data
versus the LED source data.
Lifetime
For traditional lighting sources lifetime is reported as “mean time to failure,”
which means the average time it takes for some percentage of lamps
(usually 50%) to fail completely. With an LED source, light output diminishes
over time. Therefore for LED sources, lifetime typically refers to the useful
life of the light output, which is referred to as lumen maintenance.
What to remember:
The lifetimes of LED sources and traditional light sources are
defined differently. For white LEDs, lifetime is referred to as
the time after which 70% of the original light output remains,
not when the source has completely burnt out.

Low voltage versus line voltage
As opposed to the simplicity of direct line voltage feed, historically all LED
fixtures required an external, low voltage power supply or transformer
resulting in a more complex installation process than that of traditional
fixtures. However, today direct line voltage LED fixtures are available.
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What to remember:
Some LED fixtures can accept direct line voltage. Philips has developed Powercore® technology specifically to increase efficiency,
lower the overall cost, and ease installation of LED lighting systems
by integrating power management directly into the fixture. Fixtures
with Powercore technology can be plugged directly into a standard
wall outlet or wired directly into a standard junction box,
eliminating the need for external low-voltage power supplies that
can complicate installation.
Directionality
LEDs are directional sources. Traditional light sources (e.g. the incandescent
bulb) emit light in all directions. In order to collect light and direct it onto
the surface you are trying to illuminate, you must use lenses and reflectors,
which absorb light and reduce the total output of the fixture.
What to remember:
Because an LED source is already emitting the majority of light
in a defined direction, it requires significantly less beam shaping
optics, leading to a more efficient light fixture. A traditional source
may produce more lumens than an LED source, but it may lose
much of its light when passing through the required optics.
It is important to consider total illuminance, measured in foot
candles or lux, when making comparisons between light fixtures.
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Correlated Color Temperature (CCT)
Correlated color temperature indicates the relative color appearance
of a white light source, from yellowish-white or “warm” (2700-3000K)
to bluish-white or “cool” (5000K+).
What to remember:
Certain light sources are associated with particular color
temperatures. LED fixtures come in a variety of fixed color
temperatures making it easy to replace or combine with current
light sources. Some LED fixtures also provide a range of color
temperatures within a single fixture.

Color Rendering Index (CRI)
Color Rendering Index (CRI), is a measure of the ability of a light source to
render colors, compared to a reference source (incandescent or daylight),
on a scale of up to 100, with 100 being identical to the reference source.
What to remember:
The higher the CRI, the better the fixture’s ability to show
true colors.
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RGB (Red, Green, Blue)
RGB (Red, Green, Blue) refers to the controlled mixture
of the three primary colors to create almost any color,
including white.
What to remember:
RGB LED fixtures are typically used for accent or decorative
lighting to create a visual effect or a unique environment. When
selecting these fixtures, consider the entire system – power
source (low voltage or line voltage), wiring, control and more.

Sustainability
LED lighting is often linked to sustainability in the context of energy. But
sustainability is a much larger concept, with energy efficiency being just one
component. Sustainability takes into account environmental responsibility,
including waste reduction, recyclability, materials and resources, and building
and design practices themselves.
What to remember:
LED lighting supports sustainable design in several ways: it can
reduce energy consumption, it requires infrequent replacement
(leading to less waste), and it contains no hazardous mercury.
Some LED fixtures are designed to be disassembled more easily
for recycling.
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Section 3

Buyer beware
Questions you should ask when buying LED fixtures
When purchasing LED fixtures there are certain questions you should ask
to help ensure that you get the best quality and most appropriate fixture
for your application. For example, some manufacturers make exaggerated
claims or offer “cheaper” alternatives while the top manufacturers
differentiate themselves with proprietary technology, performance and
quality standards. Here are some key questions to ask when making
an LED fixture purchase.
1 How does the manufacturer define lifetime?
How is it measured?
With an LED source, light output diminishes over time and lifetime
typically refers to the useful life of the light output (also referred to as
lumen maintenance). As mentioned earlier, the lifetime of a white LED
is the time after which 70% of the original light output remains.
2 Does the quoted lifetime include the electronics and
other components necessary to drive the LED source?
Under the right conditions LEDs can operate for very long periods
of time, however it is important that the supporting components used
in the fixture design also have long lifetimes and are of high quality.
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3 What is the maximum ambient temperature under
which the fixture can operate and achieve rated life?
The lifetime numbers for many fixtures are quoted at room
temperature. Make sure to ask what the fixture lifetime will be at
the extreme end of the quoted operating temperature range.
4 Does the fixture design have any special features for
heat sinking/thermal management?
Thermal management plays an integral part in the length of LED
source lifetime and is directly affected by fixture design. Heat must be
properly drawn away from the LED source in order to maximize
product lifetime–this can be achieved through an appropriately
designed heat sink.
5 What warranty is offered by the manufacturer?
Ask for a documented, clear definition of the warranty terms
for the product. Beware of vague “guarantees.”
6 If multiple white light fixtures are used on a project,
are color points among them adequately matched?
The tint or hue of white LEDs vary from batch to batch due to
inherent variations that occur in all semiconductor fabrication processes.
Make sure to ask how the manufacturer ensures consistent color
performance from fixture to fixture.
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7 How do optics affect system efficiency?
Beam shaping optics such as reflectors and cover lenses can have
a dramatic effect on fixture performance. Make sure performance
claims include these necessary system components. Leading
manufacturers will offer photometric data produced by independent
testing laboratories for direct download from their websites.
8 Does the proposal for my job include all of the
necessary components to operate the LED fixtures?
Many LED fixtures require external transformers and other necessary
controls in order to complete installation. Be sure to include all of these
components in yourproject budget.
As a leader in LED lighting systems, Philips Color Kinetics has developed
a number of proprietary technologies and adheres to a high set of
performance, standard and quality criteria for all of our products.

Taishin Bank, Taiwan
Designer : Fisher Marantz Stone; Products: Color Blast 12 Powercore, LSM Controller
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Section 2

Common LED myths
A selection of terms you need to know when talking led
Myth #1: LEDs last forever
LEDs have a long source life, but like all light sources, they slowly fade over
time. This light output degradation, also known as lumen maintenance (or
lumen depreciation), is predicted by testing LEDs over a long period of time
in order to determine when a specified percentage of light output is lost.
Ambient temperatures, electrical drive currents, and the effectiveness of
cooling systems are all factors that contribute to lumen depreciation.
While LEDs typically do not catastrophically fail, lumen maintenance is a
critical factor in determining useful lifetimes.
Philips designs our white light LED products to sustain 70% of
initial lumen output (L70) at 50,000 hours of life. This equates
to nearly six years based on 24 hours/day of continuous use.

Myth #2: LEDs are not bright enough
LED traffic lights are already common and are certainly a sign that LEDs are
bright enough to be seen even in daylight. Rooms, tunnels and entire building facades are being lit entirely with LEDs today. By any measure,
illuminance or luminance, LEDs have enough light output for use even in
very large outdoor daylight-visible installations.
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Philips’ products have been used in more than 20,000
installations worldwide including such large exterior
projects as the Singapore Flyer ferris wheel, Suzhou Science and
Culture Arts Centre and the Hong Kong Sky Plaza.

Myth #3: White LEDs produce over 160 lumens per watt
Many manufacturers test their LED chips on lab benches at room
temperature conditions with shor t “pulse” tests that produce a high
lumen output that is not directly comparable with practical use. While
these results are not necessarily “wrong,” they do not reflect the typical
expected output of LEDs once they are integrated into lighting fixtures.
Although percentages vary, it is not uncommon to see losses of 30-40%.
Philips does not use raw LED specifications or “instant on” output
testing. Instead, we use independent testing labs to validate the
output of our fixtures at constant, realistic thermally-stable operating temperatures in rated, ambient environments.
Myth #4: 3 Watt LEDs are brighter than 1 Watt LEDs
People are used to looking at wattage to determine the output of a
light source. However, the wattage of an LED is not directly comparable
to either the wattage of a traditional light source or even from one LED
to another. Therefore, light output and light extraction efficacy, rather
than raw wattage, are the key factors when looking at an LED source.
Efficacy is the amount of light in lumens to the power used in watts or
lumens per watt. Simply repor ting the number of watts does not reflect
14
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efficacy; two different LEDs can consume the same power but differ
noticeably in light output. Thus, when selecting LEDs or LED fixtures, it
is more about light output, than power.
Philips develops solutions based on the light output,
distribution and quality needed for the application and
not based on the particular wattage of LEDs.
Myth #5: LEDs generate no heat
When used in lighting applications, LEDs do not radiate infrared heat,
only visible light. However, waste heat is produced during the conversion of electricity into light and, if not properly removed from the
lighting system, may potentially damage the LEDs. The heat removal can
be accomplished through carefully engineered heat sinks that are built
taking these thermal issues into account. The larger the heat sink, the
more efficiently and effectively heat is drawn away from the LED and
dissipated into the surrounding air.
Philips designs, simulates and tests our products for high thermal
efficiency to ensure optimal performance and maximize the
lifetime of our LEDs.
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Myth #6: LED systems cost too much
The return on investment (ROI) for the use of LED lighting systems in
an installation is surprisingly rapid when taking
maintenance and energy cost savings into consideration. In many cases,
economic payback can be seen in less than two years. Additionally, the
upfront cost of LED systems is also continuing to drop rapidly.
Philips provides cost effective solutions that have a proven
and compelling return on investment (ROI). For example, our
Powercore® technology allows fixtures to accept line voltage,
eliminating the need for an external power supply and reducing
installation costs and complexity.

Myth #7: LED light quality is poor
There are several measures used to describe light. Color
temperature characterizes the color appearance of a source and
describes the apparent warmth or coolness of that light source. The
Color Rendering Index (CRI) is a metric used to measure the quality
of light. The CRI for many white light LED systems is typically between
75 - 85 (out of 100), and continues to improve rapidly, making it suitable
for nearly all lighting applications. However, there are known deficiencies and limitations associated with CRI, especially for LED-based light
sources. Research in at least one study even found that CRI had no
correlation to people’s color preference when choosing a light source.
Participants in the study preferred LED sources over halogen and incandescent because of overall color appearance, not a CRI value.
16
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Despite its deficiencies and limitations, CRI is currently the prevalent
method for judging light quality. The International Commission on
Illumination (CIE) has formed a technical group to propose a new
metric called Color Quality Scale (CQS). The CQS will incorporate
color rendering, chromatic discrimination and observer preferences
into the measure of Color Quality.
Philips works to design high quality and consistent light output.
We use our proprietary Optibin® technology to minimize effects
of the inherent variance and inconsistency of the “bins” delivered
by LED manufacturers in order to achieve optimal color consistency in our products.

MGM Grand, Macau
Designer : Project Lighting Design; Products: iColor Flex SLX / LSM control
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Section 5

Why Philips Lighting?
Philips has more than a decade of experience in designing, developing
and manufacturing LED lighting products resulting in a far-reaching
intellectual property portfolio and more than 20,000 time-tested
installations. We are not only the LED lighting industry leader for
technology and product performance, but also the confident choice
of lighting specifiers across the globe.
Performance
Lifetime & reliability
Lifetime and reliability must take into account the entire system and also
measure and report test results that include all elements of the system.
Philips applies best known methods for handling the issues associated with
thermal management (source lifetime), optics (beam uniformity, quality and
output), electrical (high energy efficiency, low power consumption)
and installation (contractor friendly) to deliver industry leading results.
Color consistency and light quality
Optibin®, our proprietary production binning optimization process, ensures
consistent performance from fixture to fixture. Our strategic relationships
with the leading LED source suppliers also give us access to the best LED
source binning and source performance. As a result, our LED lighting products generate the truest color and the best light intensity.
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Deliver according to specifications
Philips, by virtue of our close collaboration with standards and regulatory
agencies, is leading the way to develop and introduce standards for LED
lighting products. All of our products are tested in accordance with industry
standards at accredited third-party laboratories. In addition, all product performance metrics are based on thermally stabilized fixtures, and as a result,
represent true performance.
Installation friendly
Philips developed Powercore® technology specifically to increase efficiency,
lower the overall cost, and ease installation of LED lighting systems by
integrating power and data management directly within the fixture. In doing
so, we eliminate the need for external low-voltage power supplies
that can complicate installation.
Dimmable light sources
To support dimming, most LED lighting products require special power
supplies and drivers. Philips continually strives to make LED lighting accessible to an increasing spectrum of lighting applications and has developed
our EssentialWhite™ line to be compatible with commercially available
ELV-type dimmers.
Uniform beam quality
Philips’ optics expertise gained from over a decade of LED lighting product
development enables all our products to deliver uniform beam quality, with
no hot spots or unevenness, ensuring optimal light distribution.
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Quality
Third-party validation
Philips performs extensive validation and environmental testing using
accredited third-party facilities to ensure product quality. Rigorous tests
include thermal cycling, humidity, and water immersion to verify the
functionality and robustness of products under various extreme
environmental conditions.
Complete system approach
Philips designs, develops, and manufactures complete system solutions:
everything needed to power up and control intelligent LED illumination.
This approach assures that the entire system is optimized to work together
and meets regulatory compliance as well as provides a high level of
flexibility in the system.
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